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INTRODUCTION
Disoriented chiral condensates (DCC) were recently proposed as potential signatures for chiral symmetry
restoration [bjorken,anselm, blaizot1,raja2]. In the theory of DCC formation, the explicit chiral symmetry
breaking which occurs during the phase transition from a plasma phase, where all masses are zero, to normal
nuclear matter, where particles have mass, is accompanied by the formation of extended domains in which
the chiral eld is misaligned with respect to the true vacuum direction.
This phenomenon has been explained in the context of the linear sigma model. Here the isospin sym-
metry is not conserved during the occurance of explicit chiral symmetry breaking, due to a slight tilt in the
potential. This leads to to an oscillatory behavior of the long wavelength modes of the pion eld in the sigma
model, which subsequently causes the emission of pions of a specic isospin so that the eld can regain its
isospin symmetric ground state. In Jorgen Randrup’s contribution to this conference [jorgen] the theoretical
aspects of the DCC formation are described in more detail.
At the time of emission the content of a disoriented domain should behave like a Bose condensate.
Typical features of a Bose condensate, sometimes referred to as pion laser, are the emission of very low
momentum, coherent pions and an increase in pion multiplicity in addition to the already mentioned isospin
asymmetry. These eects were described in detail by Pratt [pratt]. Domain formation is a non-perturbative
phenomenon which should occur during any transition. The main question for experimental high energy
physics is whether the domains formed are large enough and suciently long-lived to be detected.
The prime accessible signature of DCC formation is the ratio of neutral to charged pions in a certain
range of phase space, which should exhibit non-statistical isospin fluctuations. If one denes the parameter
f as the ratio of number of neutral pions over the number of all pions emitted from the collision, then a
standard isospin distribution will lead to a value sharply peaked around 0.33, whereas a DCC sample exhibits
a probability function described by P(f) = 1/2
p
f . The determination of f requires a good measurement of
the number of neutral pions in a slice of phase space. Although these measurements are known to be very
dicult, several experiments, in particular WA98 in the CERN Heavy Ion Beam[WA98] and MINIMAX in
the FERMILAB Proton-Anti-Proton Beam[MINIMAX], have attempted to discover DDC formation on the
basis of the isospin ratio. Until now there were no positive results to corroborate the original CENTAURO
events, measured two decades ago in high energy cosmic ray collisions [centauro]. The MINIMAX analysis,
although not yet successful in proving the existence of DCC’s, lead to the generation of independent cut
parameters to reduce the background in the data sample.
In James Symons’ contribution [symons] to this conference presents the possibility of measuring the
number of neutral pions with the STAR detector at RHIC. Because of the large particle density at RHIC
energies (around 1500 pions per unit rapidity), measurements of DCC formation can be performed on an
event-by-event basis.
The goal of our study was to determine the survival probabilities of signatures of domain formation
in basic charged particle observables, namely the momentum space parameters (transverse momentum and
rapidity) and the coordinate space parameters (emission angle in azimuth and in pseudo-rapidity). The
underlying assumption is that, if the domains stay conned to a certain phase space bin, the emission of
pions should lead to non-statistical structures in the charged pion distributions on an event-by-event basis.
Therefore a multi-dimensional moment analysis should lead to unambiguous signatures. Generally, DCC
domains should stay localized in coordinate space and in momentum space due to collective motion during
the hadronization phase. Still, the eects of nal state interactions on any hadronic signature have to
be taken into account. By using a dynamical transport code we try to show whether chirally disoriented
domains can survive the hadronization and rescattering phases in a central relativistic heavy ion collision.
A successful measurement of such domains after freeze-out will depend on the domain size, its localization
in coordinate space and the manifestation of the disorientation at low transverse momentum. We therefore
investigated the measurement of the transverse momentum, the rapidity spectrum and the pseudo-rapidity
spectrum of pions below 200 MeV/c. To simulate a realistic detector conguration we chose the STAR setup
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for RHIC, in particular the tracking detector conguration of TPC and SVT, which is sensitive to very low
transverse momentum charged particles.
The complete simulation chain consists of:
a.) generating a DCC domain.
b.) embedding the domain in the background of a standard Au-Au event at RHIC (in our case we chose
HIJING [HIJING] events).
c.) propagating the domain through the hadronization via a dynamical transport code.
The domain generation depends strongly on the domain parameters, in particular the domain size and
the energy density in the domain. Those two parameters will determine the number and the momentum
spectrum of the pions in the domain.
The propagation depends strongly on the relative hadronization time of the domain in comparison to
the background pions.
The next section tries to give a theoretical justication for the parameters we have chosen for our study.
Domain Size:
For a second order equilibrium transition we expect the domain size to be about the correlation length.
The mass of the pion sets the maximum correlation length to be around 1/135 MeV/c2. These domains will
be too small to be detected.
If the equilibrium transition is rst order, then in principle we can expect larger domains and Kapusta
and Vischer showed that by using Bjorken hydrodynamics and relativistic nucleation theory [kapusta1] one
can obtain sizeable domains. Still, at present, the second order phase transition seems to be more realistic,
based on lattice gauge calculations. Generally second order transitions will not lead to large domains if the
plasma hadronizes slowly and always stays close to chemical and thermal equilibrium.
For second order transition non-equilibrium transitions, Rajagopal and Wilczek suggested the quench
scenario in which the plasma cools very rapidly [raja1,raja2]. A non-equilibrium situation could be caused by
signicant supercooling before plasma hadronization. During the cooling long wavelength modes of the pionic
eld grow exponentially (spinodal decomposition). Gavin et al.[gavin1] and Boyanovsky et al. [boya] showed
independently that this exponential growth has a natural slowing process which leads again to relatively
small but probably detectable domains (r = 2-3 fm). Although the quench scenario is not very likely, in
particular because the plasma cooling should be slow compared to the de-excitation of the chiral eld, in
heavy ion collisions the rapid longitudinal expansion during hadronization of the quark-gluon phase may
lead to sizeable disoriented congurations of the vacuum.
To explore the role of the medium in domain formation, Gavin and Mu¨ller studied the dynamical
evolution of the condensate in the presence of a nonequilibrium bath of quasiparticles [gavin2]. The three-
dimensional expansion of the heat bath changed the eective potential rapidly enough to create a quench-like
condition. The size scale was for domains was found to be somewhat larger, perhaps  3− 6 fm, compared
to xed-geomerty quench simulations [gavin1] and one-dimensional expansion. This result has been veried
by simulations by Randrup [jorgen3].
Due to the relative uncertainty between the various non-equilibrium scenarios we chose a rather conser-
vative domain size of 3 fm for most of the simulations.
It should be noted that based on the sigma model the average transverse momentum of the pions
contained in the domain is radius dependent. The mean pT is proportional to 1/r, which leads to a mean
transverse momentum of about 100 MeV/c for a 3 fm domain radius. Fig. 1 shows the dependence of
the spectral shape on the domain radius. The condensation clearly generates a strong low momentum
enhancement, as was also pointed out by Ornik et al.[ornik].
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